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1. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE  

1.1 My name is Jonathan Paul-David Carpenter.  I am an archaeologist for Geometria Ltd. 

I have prepared archaeological and historic heritage assessments for Hurupaki Holding 

Limited’s application for resource consent for 131 and 189 Three Mile Bush Road.   

1.2 There is a single archaeological site recorded within the project area.  Recorded site 

Q06/652 Stone walls is likely to be an archaeological site under the Heritage New 

Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, with road boundary walls to Three Mile Bush Road 

probably established in the 1870s by the first European owners, based on historic 

research.  

1.3 No other archaeological sites were observed within the project area.  Due to the 

identified history of land use, it is unlikely that subsurface archaeological features are 

present, such as small midden deposits, or fire scoops and ovens, or artefact findspots.  

If such features are present, they are unlikely to be identifiable/avoidable prior to large 

scale topsoil stripping and a similar level of probability exists for most of Whangārei. 

1.4 The Whangārei District Council s 42A Report accepts the assessment regarding the 

value and intended relocation of the stonewalls, and associated effects without further 

comment. 

1.5 The conditions of consent have been adopted in whole from my assessment, including 

Conditions 37, 38, 39 and 40.  In my opinion the proposed conditions will satisfactorily 

mitigate the effects on archaeological and historic heritage. 

1.6 The project will have less than minor archaeological effects and minor historic heritage 

effects, based on current information. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 My full name is Jonathan Paul-David Carpenter. 

2.2 I am an archaeologist at Geometria and have been with the company since 2008.  A 

statement of my qualifications and experience are included in Attachment 1.  

2.3 This evidence is in respect of an application by Hurupaki Holdings Limited (“the 

Applicant”) for subdivision and land use resource consent at 131 and 189 Three Mile 

Bush Road, Kamo (“the Site”), to: 
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(a) create 73 residential allotments, drainage and recreational reserves to vest and 

other associated works; and 

(b) establish a food and beverage activity within proposed Lot 22, for setback from 

boundary and coverage infringements (future residential units within Rural 

Production Zone) and to relocate dry stone walls.  

(together “the Proposal”) 

2.4 A number of minor amendments have resulted to the Proposal post notification, but 

these do not materially affect the findings with regard to archaeology and historic 

heritage. 

2.5 My evidence will focus on archaeology and historic and historic heritage.  My evidence 

should be read in conjunction with the Archaeological Assessment and the Assessment 

of Environmental Effects prepared for the Proposal, dated 1 October 2021 (“AEE”).  

Specifically, my evidence will address:  

(a) involvement with the Proposal;  

(b) overview of the Proposal;  

(c) archaeology of the Site (and vicinity); 

(d) history of the Site (and vicinity); 

(e) dry stone walls;  

(f) matters raised by submitters; 

(g) Council s42A Report; and 

(h) proposed conditions. 

2.6 I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment Court Practice 

Note 2014.  I have complied with the Code of Conduct in preparing this statement of 

evidence.  Unless I state otherwise, this evidence is within my sphere of expertise and I 

have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from 

the opinions I express.  
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3. INVOLVEMENT WITH THE PROPOSAL    

3.1 I have been involved with the Proposal since January 2021.  I was engaged by the 

Applicant to consider the archaeological and historic heritage matters raised by the 

Proposal at the Site.  

3.2 Since my appointment, I have visited the Site and surrounding area to undertake 

archaeological assessments on 5 February, 19 February 2021 and 9 March 2021.  My 

assessment involved pedestrian survey but no subsurface testing.  I have also 

undertaken historic research into the ownership and use of the Site and vicinity to 

provide context for the field assessment. 

3.3 In producing this statement of evidence, between I have reviewed the following evidence 

and materials: 

(a) the original Whangārei District Council (“WDC” or “the Council”) application 

documents, including the AEE, associated technical reports, s 92 requests for 

further information and responses and WDC’s s 95 notification decision;  

(b) the application to the Northland Regional Council and associated technical 

reports, s 92 request for further information and responses and the decision; 

(c) the s 42A hearing report (“s42A Report”) prepared by Alister Hartstone, planning 

consultant on behalf of WDC; and 

(d) the expert evidence provided by the Applicant to support its case, including 

statements of evidence from: 

(i) Mark Holland (Applicant); 

(ii) Charlotte Nijssen (Legal Survey and Subdivision Design); 

(iii) Michael Farrow (Landscape); 

(iv) Madara Vilde (Ecology); 

(v) Aaron Holland (Three Waters); 

(vi) Dean Scanlen (Transport); and 

(vii) Melissa McGrath (Planning). 
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4. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSAL 

4.1 The description of the Proposal is accurately outlined in other documents including 

sections 70-72 of the s 42A Report and the evidence of the Applicant’s planner Melissa 

McGrath. 

4.2 Features of the Proposal that are most relevant to my evidence include: 

(a) Modification of dry stone walls on the Site, which is a discretionary activity in the 

operative and proposed Whangārei District Plan. 

(b) Potential for other accidental archaeological or historic heritage discoveries and 

effects thereon, on the Site in the course of undertaking earthworks. 

5. ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE SITE (AND VICINITY)  

5.1 There is one recorded archaeological site on the property ‘Q06/652 dry stone walls’, 

identified as a result of the assessment undertaken for the Proposal.  The next nearest 

recorded archaeological site is 100-150m to the north – Attachment 2 and Attachment 

3.  

5.2 The road boundary dry stone walls on the Site are likely to be pre-1900, and internal 

walls may be pre-1900, and thus meet the definition of a legal archaeological site under 

the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 (“HNZPT Act”).  

Other heritage sites and features  

5.3 There are no scheduled historic heritage sites, buildings or objects on the Site scheduled 

in the Whangārei District Plan, or historic places or historic areas on the Heritage New 

Zealand Pouhere Taonga (“HNZPT”) List.   

5.4 There are no scheduled sites or areas of significance to Māori on the Site scheduled in 

the Whangārei District Plan, or wahi tapu or wahi tapu areas on the HNZPT List. 

5.5 A standard archaeological accidental discovery protocol is sufficient to manage potential 

archaeological effects in the unlikely event that subsurface archaeological sites or 

features are uncovered during earthworks.  A standard condition has been included in 

the proposed conditions.1.   

                                                
1  Refer to the evidence of M McGrath, Attachment X (Proposed Consent Conditions), Condition 

39.   
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6. HISTORY OF THE SITE (AND VICINITY)  

6.1 The establishment of the walls on the Site are associated with the ownership and tenure 

of settler James Whitelaw who purchased the underlying land (Hurupaki No. 3) from the 

Māori owners ca.1875, and who had cleared the forest from the Site by 1885.  Whitelaw 

made extensive purchases in the area in the 1870s and 1880s but was badly affected 

by the economic downturn of the 1890s, and the central part of his Hurupaki lands 

including the Site were sold to the Bank of New Zealand and then to other private 

individuals. 

6.2 Prior to Whitelaw’s tenure, the 363 acre Hurupaki Block was owned by Hira Taurua, 

Rikihana Takurua, Tipene Hari, Hirawanu Te Puia, Hone Rakete, Hepi Moanariki, Mere 

Wharenikau, Wiki Pirihi, Te Reweti Hori Kingi and Eruera Pohe. Title had been 

investigated and assigned by the Native Land Court in 1873, at which time the Court 

ruled that 200 acres on the western side of the block should be inalienable except by 

lease for a period of not more than 20 years, and that the balance to the east should be 

unrestricted.  The unrestricted land is what was originally sold to Whitelaw by the Māori 

owners in ca. 1875, and then formally partitioned and title granted to him in 1887.  The 

details of ownership, partition and alienation is discussed further, below. 

6.3 At the time of the survey of the Hurupaki Block in 1873, the Site is shown in primary 

forest, with land clearance extending from Kamo and Ketinikau to the eastern boundary 

of the Site.  By the 1887 partition, the Site had been cleared, fenced and sown with grass 

by Whitelaw. 

6.4 Given the pre-1873 vegetation cover over the Site it is unlikely that subsurface 

archaeological sites or features associated with Māori occupation and use are present, 

although the route from Kao/Ketinikau along what is now Three Mile Bush Road to 

Ruatangata is along a pre-European Māori path.  Prior to 1873, clearings extended from 

Ketinikau-Kamo to Otapapa, the site of Hurupaki School.  Refer Attachment 4 showing 

features recorded from historic sources.  

7. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE – Q06/652 DRY STONE WALLS 

7.1 There are dry stone walls that run across both sections of the Site (131 and 189 Three 

Mile Bush Road).  There is a road boundary wall adjacent to Three Mile Bush Road 

which is approximately 250m long with a number of existing breaches for access into 

the Site; this wall extends along the road to the east and west of the Site.  There are 

also two internal walls, a southern wall of approximately 150m with one gate towards 
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the northern end, and which adjoins the road boundary wall at the southern end in a 

perpendicular fashion.  There is a northern internal wall of approximately 145m which is 

now an isolated feature, but once extended eastwards and joined the boundary wall of 

the Otapapa Block, which is discussed below with regard to the history of the Site,  

7.2 Where sections of dry stone walls on the Site (and within the wider area) are in good 

repair they conform to the same basic size and form, being more or less 1.2m wide at 

the base, 1.4-1.6m high, and comprising a core of small scoria rubble, faced with larger 

stones and keyed by internal through-stones, with capping or copping stones on top to 

hold the wall together. However most of the stone walls on the Site are only in fair 

condition, having lost their coping stones and being subjected to wall fall and decay, and 

subsequently being somewhat lesser in height.  

7.3 At 131 Three Mile Bush Road, approximately 240m of dry stone wall is present along 

the southern boundary/road frontage, with two breaches/entranceways, with an 

additional 10m of wall and an entrance/breach adjoining at 189 Three Mile Bush Road. 

The stone wall along the road frontage is in fair condition.  The southern side is largely 

obscured by vegetation but the north side is clear of vegetation in parts.  The coping 

rocks are mostly absent from along the wall, and the wall has been affected by general 

wear, stock rubbing, and tree growth.  Some sections of wall have been repaired but in 

the absence of the coping stones to hold the wall together, will continue to fail over time.  

The wall is 1.0-1.4m over most of its length, but sections with copping still present are 

1.4-1.6m high at 131 Three Mile Bush Road while the short section at 189 Three Mile 

Bush Road is in good condition and 1.2-1.4m high by 1.2m wide.  Attachment 5 contains 

images demonstrating the condition of the dry stone walls on site.  

7.4 A 150m long stone wall is present on the eastern side of 131 Three Mile Bush Road (the 

southern internal wall) with a single gate in the approximate centre of the wall, offset 5 - 

70m (south to north) from the surveyed boundary. The 1942 aerial imagery suggests 

that the wall extended an additional 60m north to the stream but this section has since 

been removed. 

7.5 The southern internal stone wall is also only in fair condition and a quarter of the original 

length of the wall at the northern end has been removed at some point in the mid-late 

20th century. It is built up against the road boundary wall and does not appear to be 

keyed into the wall as might be expected if they were built at the same time.  Most of the 

copping stones are absent, leading to the poor state of the wall.  The wall is 1.0-1.4m 

over most of its length, but sections with copping still present are 1.4-1.6m high. 
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7.6 At 189 Three Mile Bush Road, approximately 150m of stone wall (the northern internal 

wall) is present on the central western part of the property, running north east from the 

existing dwelling. The wall is in good condition, with one gate, and as for the other walls 

observed on neighbouring properties is typically 1.2-1.4m high and 1.2m wide.  More 

than half of the original wall at the eastern end has been removed in the same period, 

and its connection to the Otapapa Block boundary severed. 

7.7 The stone wall is present in the 1942 aerial image, in which it is shown as extending at 

least 160m eastwards from its current eastern terminus, towards the stream and a stub 

of wall adjacent to the stream recorded at 115 Three Mile Bush Road, The James 

subdivision.  The wall is not shown on any of the historic survey plans and does not align 

with any existing or historic property boundaries or other land tenure features, but was 

once joined in perpendicular fashion to the boundary wall of the Otapapa Block. 

However, the eastern extension which has been removed, parallels the line of Three 

Mile Bush Road and its boundary wall.   

7.8 The walls are only in fair or good condition and have little information potential; only a 

single feature type is present (the walls themselves); they are common in the area; and 

have little contextual value in the absence of other features typical associated with such 

sites (such as stone field clearance and consumption piles (stockpiles for construction), 

stone culverts or bridges, and other standing historic farm structures etc).  The stone 

wall network on the property has been previously modified by the removal of the internal 

wall on 115 Three Mile Bush Road and part of the internal wall on 131 Three Mile Bush 

Road, and the opening of new gates for the three residences.  The walls do have 

moderate to high amenity value and elicit strong community feeling and are highly 

valued for their visual and heritage appeal. 

7.9 Overall the dry stone walls, recorded as Q06/652, recorded on the site are of low 

archaeological significance, but of moderate historic heritage significance. Their 

moderate historic heritage significance is largely based on amenity values and 

landscape context of the dry stone walls as part of the network of walls in the Three Mile 

Bush Road area, rather than due to any innate values of the walls on the Site specifically. 

As noted in my assessment, it is the overall extent, pattern and condition of the stone 

walls across a landscape which provides most of their heritage value.   
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Proposed modifications 

7.10 Proposed modifications include opening and closing existing breaches in the Three Mile 

Bush Road boundary wall and repair of the wall, and deconstruction, reconstruction and 

repairs to the internal walls – Attachment 6. 

7.11 The Proposal requires: 

(a) changes to the road boundary wall to Three Mile Bush Road on the southern side 

of the Site; 

(b) the complete deconstruction and reconstruction of the southern internal wall on a 

new alignment; and  

(c) the partial deconstruction and reconstruction of one internal wall on a new 

alignment. 

7.12 Changes to the road boundary wall include in-filling two existing breaches in the wall 

that are not required, widening an existing breach for access into the subdivision, and 

the construction of new dry stone wing walls into the subdivision at the access point, tied 

into the existing road boundary wall.  This wall is only in fair condition, with the existing 

breaches modified for modern driveways, and much of the wall obscured by vegetation. 

7.13 Stone for the wing walls and two new sections of internal lot boundary wall will be 

borrowed from the extant southern internal wall, which will be deconstructed and the 

materials re-used. 

7.14 The southern internal wall will be deconstructed and reconstructed on a new alignment 

within the subdivision and part of the northern internal wall will be deconstructed and 

rebuilt on a new alignment to form the boundary of five of the new lots. 

7.15 Sections of dry stone wall to remain will be repaired to the standard at the adjacent The 

James subdivision, whereby the walls are built in the same form and tied into adjacent 

walls on neighbouring properties. 

7.16 The proposed modifications to the dry stone walls will have less than minor 

archaeological effects, and no more than minor historic heritage effects  

7.17 Effects will be managed through contract/work controls requiring an experienced stone 

mason to oversee the work, and recording of any changes made by as-built plans and 

measured photography, including of typical wall plans and elevations, in the course of 
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deconstruction.  A short report containing the results of this recording will be submitted 

to a central repository (Whangārei District Library Northland Room and Heritage New 

Zealand Pouhere Taonga). 

8. COMMENTS ON SUBMISSIONS  

8.1 A total of 20 submissions on the application have been noted in Council’s summary of 

submissions as being formally received by Council.  I have reviewed the submissions 

received and the summary of submissions prepared by the Council. 

8.2 The main points of submission in opposition to the application related to archaeology 

and historic heritage relate to:  

(a) Removal of the dry stone walls.2  

(b) Reconstruction of the dry stone walls (Mr D. Hewitt opposed, Ms R. Reynolds 

opposes but would prefer reconstruction in-situ of the southern internal wall). 

(c) Track to Hurupaki Reserve / Pā.3  

(d) Ancestral connections to Hurupaki/Tupuna Tipene Hari.4  

Removal of the dry stone walls  

8.3 A number of submitters are concerned with the removal of the dry stone walls, with some 

submitters referencing the cultural and historical significance of the stone walls.   

8.4 The nature and extent of the removal is set out in my evidence about at 7.10-7.17.  The 

Proposal will result in repair/restoration of the Three Mile Bush Road boundary wall in-

situ, albeit with changes to entranceways. All the existing dry stone wall materials will 

be re-used on the Site and the walls will be repaired/restored/reconstructed to match the 

form of neighbouring walls in the vicinity.  

8.5 The walls on the Site are of low archaeological significance, but of moderate historic 

heritage significance.  The latter is based on their amenity value, community regard, and 

place in the wider network of stone walls in the Three Mile Bush Road area.  

                                                
2  See submissions of George Thompson Ace, Jo Henderson, Sandra Henderson, Mihiwira 

Johnson, Joanne Rihari, Patrick Ace and Leesa Taylor.  
3  See submission of George Thompson Ace.  
4  See submissions of George Thompson Ace, Jo Henderson, Sandra Henderson, Patrick Ace, 

Leesa Taylor and Don Henderson. 
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8.6 I consider the effects on the road boundary wall to be less than minor, and within the 

range of typical changes made to such walls in the course of their use life.  As working 

elements of historic farms, the walls were continuously repaired and modified throughout 

their history, with breaches opened, closed, or otherwise modified according to the 

needs of the farmer or landowner, and the changing organisation of the farm and fields.  

In fact, none of the existing breaches to be opened, closed or modified in the boundary 

wall were present before 1942; they all postdate the aerial imagery from that year. 

8.7 Further, given the condition and poor visibility of the boundary wall in its current state, 

the proposed changes are likely to stabilise the structure and improve its visual amenity 

and will have overall positive effects. 

8.8 The southern internal wall is in fair condition, and the northern wall is in good condition. 

The extant sections of internal wall are already divorced from their original purpose as 

components of the Whitelaw farm aligned approximately with the original boundaries of 

the Hurupaki No. 3 block, and the mid-late 20th century changes made to those walls 

further reflect the lack of connection between the remnant and the original. 

8.9 Overall, adverse effects of the Proposal on archaeological/historic heritage matters are 

less than minor to no more than minor, depending on the section of wall in question: 

(a) The dry stone walls of Three Mile Bush Road are highly contributary to the local 

sense of place and are important to the local community and Tangata Whenua.  

However, the effects on the locality or streetscape by proposed changes to the 

road boundary wall are an overall positive/net positive as the wall will be stabilised 

and become more visible.  

(b) The effects on the internal walls are greater, however they are already highly 

modified and while the southern wall section is currently visible from the road, the 

northern wall is not. The deconstruction/reconstruction of internal walls on new 

alignments will allow the rock to be re-used, in place, in a form consistent with the 

original purpose of the walls albeit in a more suitable location to the Proposal. 

Reconstruction of dry stone walls  

8.10 Mr D. Hewitt is concerned with the homogenisation of restored walls in comparison to 

the current variability as a result of different craftsmen building walls in different places 

at different times.   
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8.11 While the original form of any individual wall and variation of that form across time and 

space due to the proclivities of individual craftsmen may be of historic interest, the wider 

heritage value of the walls is found in their overall form, the way they have changed over 

time, and the amenity values they provide in the current environment. In any case, the 

walls in the Three Mile Bush Area along with those in the wider district are generally of 

the same form as described in 7.2.  

8.12 In the absence of any district wide assessment standard, or performance standard for 

repairs and reconstructions, I can only note that in viewing adjacent sections of restored 

and relocated wall at The James subdivision (located next to the Site), once the stones 

have weathered it would be difficult for any lay person to tell the difference between what 

is original and what is restored or reconstructed, and the walls will still serve one of their 

original purposes, i.e. to demarcate an important boundary.  As long as the work is done 

by an experienced professional, to a high standard, and the changes are recorded, the 

effects will be less than minor – Attachment 7. 

8.13 The proposed modifications to the walls will also be subject to the HNZPT Act 

Archaeological Authority process at which time HNZPT will have additional opportunity 

to contribute and condition matters relating the Proposal. 

8.14 Ms Reynolds supports restoring the dry stone wall visible from Three Mile Bush Road, 

in its current location. Ms Reynolds appears to be referring to the southern internal wall, 

as she suggests using the intervening pasture as a green space/buffer to the 

neighbouring subdivision development (The James), noting the wall has been present 

for more than 100 years and should be left where it is. 

8.15 Where walls are in good or excellent condition and/or are part of a coherent network of 

farm walls and in particular if other associated features are still present, then some effort 

should be made to retain and restore such walls in-situ.  Examples of such walls may 

be found at Amalin Drive and the Karanui Estate subdivision to the west along Three 

Mile Bush Road. However, the wall in question is already highly modified, and has 

already been severed from its original farming context by the 20th century subdivisions 

of what was the Whitelaw farm at Hurupaki/Hurupaki No. 3 Block. These subdivisions 

have re-aligned lot boundaries away from the historic farm and paddock divisions, which 

once ran more or less parallel to Dip Road/the Otapapa Block boundary and the wall in 

question is now orphaned. 
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Hurupaki Reserve/Pā 

8.16 Some submitters have raised concerns about the impact of the Proposal on the Hurupaki 

Reserve/Pā and specifically, the walking track to/through the Hurupaki Reserve/Pā.   

8.17 The track proposal was not specifically addressed in my assessment provided with the 

AEE, although the specified area within the Site was walked over as part of the 

assessment.  No surface archaeological sites or features such as occupation or 

gardening terraces or midden were observed on the steep southern slope of Hurupaki.  

The area was in short grass with numerous eroded areas from stock trampling and soil 

creep, providing excellent visibility at the time of survey. Subsurface features on the 

unmodified slope are unlikely due to the steep nature of the terrain. 

8.18 Having considered this specific issue in light of matters raised in the submissions, I 

consider there are unlikely to be archaeological or historic heritage effects from benching 

such a track across the southern slope of Hurupaki to the northern property boundary of 

the Site.   

8.19 I cannot speak to the effects of extending the track into the adjacent reserve and 

to/beyond the recorded Pā site as this was outside the scope of my original brief. 

However the southern end of the Pā is approximately 100-150m north of the northern 

boundary of the Site, on the north and east side of the Hurupaki crater, and there is no 

intention as part of this Proposal to extend the track through the Pa.  

8.20 A walking track through the Pā would require an Archaeological Authority from HNZPT. 

Such a track could be designed to minimise effects as much as possible on 

archaeological features. However HNZPT is unlikely to grant an Archaeological 

Authority to modify the Pā if Mana Whenua are opposed. 

Ancestral connections to Hurupaki/Tupuna Tipene Hari 

8.21 A number of submitters refer to the ancestral connections between submitters and 

Tupuna Tipene Hari of Ngāti Kahu and his relationship to the Site.  I acknowledge that 

Mana Whenua are best placed to provide evidence as to the nature and extent of effects 

on cultural values/connections.    

8.22 I note that Tipene Hari was one of ten owners who received title to the Hurupaki Block 

through the Native Land Court in 1873, with an order that the western 200 acres of the 

block be inalienable for a period of 20 years, but the eastern portion of 163 acres could 

be sold.  In 1885 the Hurupaki Block was partitioned, although part of it had been sold 
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to settler James Whitelaw ten years earlier. Five of the original ten owners, Hirawanu 

Te Puia, Hepi Moanariki, Mere Wharenikau, Te Reweti, and Eruera Pohe, had sold 163 

acres on the eastern side of the block (which would be partitioned as Hurupaki No. 3, 

and includes the Site) to Whitelaw. They stated that they had received full payment for 

the land and title should be made over to Whitelaw.  

8.23 The other five original owners, including Tipene Hari, retained 200 acres of the original 

Hurupaki Block on the western side, but had it partitioned into Hurupaki No. 1 (four 

owners, including Tipene Hari, and Hurupaki No. 2 (one owner). The owners of Hurupaki 

No. 1 subsequently requested the block be partitioned in 1887 and Tipene Hari was 

granted the title to Hurupaki No. 1A on the extreme western side of the original Hurupaki 

Block. 

8.24 The original 1873 survey of the Hurupaki Block shows the Site in primary forest, while 

the 1886 survey for the first partition shows Hurupaki No.3, purchased by Whitelaw ten 

years earlier, as having the forest cleared up to the boundary with Hurupaki No. 2 to the 

west.  On this basis it is unlikely that there are archaeological or historic heritage features 

which can be specifically associated with Tipene Hari on the Site, although his original 

ownership and potential more ephemeral use of the Site prior to its alienation is 

acknowledged. 

8.25 The stone walls on the Site are not associated with any 19th century battle, and post-

date the formal survey of the Ruatangata Road (Three Mile Bush Road) and adjacent 

properties in the early 1870s. It is likely that the stone used for the walls in some areas 

of Kamo-Ketinikau-Three Mile Bush re-used rock that was used in traditional/pre-

European Māori horticultural systems in areas cleared of forest prior to European 

settlement, however this is unlikely on the Site due to forest cover until after 1873. 

9. COMMENTS ON THE COUNCIL’S SECTION 42A REPORT  

9.1 Council’s s42A Report was prepared by consultant planner, Mr Alister Hartstone, with 

no additional archaeological or historic heritage input.   

9.2 The s42A Report accepts the assessment regarding the value and intended relocation 

of the stonewalls, and associated effects without further comment. 

10. PROPOSED CONSENT CONDITIONS  

10.1 The Proposed Consent Conditions adopt the recommendations in the archaeological 

assessment, including that an Archaeological Authority over Q06/652 dry stone walls be 
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obtained prior to the commencement of physical works. When works commence the 

changes to the stone walls will be recorded. The work will be undertaken by an 

experienced stone mason, and all the rock material will be re-used on site. An accidental 

archaeological discovery protocol will be in place as part of the project construction and 

environmental management plan to manage any other potential archaeological sites or 

features encountered. 

10.2 Overall, I consider that any archaeological and historic heritage related effects of the 

Proposal will be satisfactorily mitigated through the imposition of the Proposed Consent 

Conditions.5  

11. CONCLUSION 

11.1 In conclusion, archaeological and historic heritage effects of the Proposal are less than 

minor, being restricted to modifications of dry stone walls of moderate heritage 

significance with blanket protection as a class in the Whangārei District Plan, and as an 

archaeological site under the HNZPT Act. 

11.2 Effects on dry stone walls can be adequately managed using a standard approach to 

such features including contract and work controls, experienced stone masons, and 

recording of changes made. 

11.3 Effects on unrecorded/subsurface archaeological sites or features or other historic 

heritage features are considered unlikely, and may be managed by a standard 

accidental archaeological discovery protocol. 

 

Jonathan Paul-David Carpenter 

Date: 27 April 2022 

                                                
5  Proposed Consent Conditions, Conditions 37, 38, 39 and 40.   
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Attachment 1 

1. My name is Jonathan Paul-David Carpenter 

2. I have an MA (Honours – First Division) in Anthropology (Archaeology specialisation) 

from the University of Auckland and am currently completing a PhD in Archaeology and 

Natural History at the Australian National University, Canberra. 

3. I have been employed as an archaeologist and historic heritage management consultant 

for more than 20 years in New Zealand, the South Pacific and the USA. 

4. From 2008 I have worked as an archaeologist and heritage management consultant for 

Geometria Ltd and in that time have prepared approximately 300 archaeological and 

historic heritage assessments and associated excavation reports for subdivisions and 

other development in Northland, and have undertaken numerous archaeological 

excavations in the region.  

5. Prior to working for Geometria I was the Department of Conservation Northland Region 

Historic Officer from 2004-2008. From 1999-2004 I worked as a tutor and assistant 

lecturer in archaeology for the University of Auckland, and as an archaeologist for the 

US Forest Service, American Samoa Power Company, the Auckland Regional Council, 

and as a sub-contractor to a number of Auckland-based archaeological consultancies. I 

served two terms on the New Zealand Archaeological Association Council, in 2008 and 

2009. I am a member of the New Zealand Archaeological Association and am bound by 

their Code of Ethics and Standards for Practice of Professional Archaeology in New 

Zealand. 

6. I have held Section 17 Archaeologist status under the former Historic Places Act 1993, 

and Section 45 Archaeologist status under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

Act 2014 to undertake archaeological investigations, and am qualified to comment on 

archaeological and historic heritage matters. 
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Huruapki Holdings RC – Statement of Evidence of Jonathan Carpenter 
 

Attachment 2 - Archaeological sites recorded in the vicinity of the Site (NZAA ArchSite, 

20 April 2022). 
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Attachment 3 - Archaeological sites recorded in the vicinity of the Site (Geometria Ltd, 

based on ArchSite locations 20 April 2022). 
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Attachment 4 – Features recorded from historic sources 
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Attachment 5 – Images of dry stone walls Q06/652 at the Site 
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Three Mile Bush Road boundary wall obscured by vegetation, looking west along road 

 

Three Mile Bush Road boundary wall, looking south from within the site. 
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Southern internal wall, looking south towards Three Mile Bush Road boundary wall 

 

Southern internal wall, looking north east where section of wall has already been removed 
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Northern internal wall, northern section to be reconstructed on new alignment 

 

Northern internal wall, southern section to be restored on existing alignment  
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Attachment 6 - Existing and proposed changes to dry stone walls at the Site. 
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Huruapki Holdings RC – Statement of Evidence of Jonathan Carpenter 
 

Attachment 7 – Examples of stone wall reconstruction at The James (neighbouring 

subdivision), and stone walls in excellent condition at other Three Mile Bush Road 

properties (Amalin Drive and Karanui Estate) 
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Original stone wall (left of frame) keyed into reconstructed stone wall (right of frame), looking 

south towards Three Mile Bush Road, for The James subdivision. 

 

Original (right of frame) versus reconstructed wall (left of frame), looking north over Three Mile 

Bush Road. 
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Stone wall and gate in excellent condition, Amalin Drive 

 

Stone wall and gate in excellent condition, Amalin Drive 
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Stone walls in excellent condition, with associated field clearance pile, Karanui Estate 

 

Stone walls/yard in good to excellent condition, Karanui Estate 
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Stone consumption platform (stockpile), Karanui estate 


